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"ATHENS 2004" was a stage on which Japanese Olympians gave stellar
performances. While in Athens for the event, an NHK crew constructed
a studio containing a set representing the streets of Athens. The studio

was used to dispatch the latest Olympic news and do interviews with Japanese
medallists for programs such as "Good Morning, Japan." 

An organic electroluminescent (EL) newscaster lighting system, the product of a
recent collaboration between the Broadcast Engineering Department, STRL, and
Toyota Industries Corporation, also proved its worth during the Olympics. As
shown in the picture on this page, when this device was set on the studio set's
table, it had the effect of giving the newscasters and medalists a lively "glow."  The
organic EL newscaster light was especially effective at capturing the athletes'
"sparkling tears of excitement."

This EL light is an entirely new kind of lighting device that exploits the ultra-
thin, lightweight characteristics of an organic EL panel. Its capability of being
installed in a tight space where no conventional lighting device can fit opens up a
broad range of applications besides studio lighting for newscasters. For example,
it can be used to light up miniatures, as the photo of a miniature Parthenon shows.

Further improvements in luminous efficiency and device lifetime will enable us
to make a larger lighting device, contributing to environmentally responsible,
energy-saving broadcasting production.

(Takeshi SASAKI, Takashi NOMA, Production Operations Center, 
Broadcast Engineering Department)

Organic EL Newscaster Light Lights up the Athens Olympics!

The TV program Making Language (TVML) allows a user to produce a CG
TV program by simply writing a script on a personal computer. Its goal is
to achieve low-cost and low-manpower program production. 

In October 2004, the Mito broadcasting station became the first prefectural
station outside of the major metropolitan areas to start digital terrestrial broadcasting. It also installed a
TVML program production system that was the fruit of a one-year collaboration between STRL and the
Mito broadcasting station's production staff in producing experimental mini-TVML programs, such as
event introduction programs and classes in the Ibaraki-dialect. 

With this system, a CG program segment was recently produced using TVML for a special program
broadcast prior to the launch of the Ibaraki prefecture's digital broadcasting service. The public was
invited to draw a new mascot for the Mito broadcasting station. The "Pippy" character was selected from
the entries, and a CG Pippy was created by the Special Effects/CG group at the NHK Broadcasting
Center in Shibuya and was the protagonist in a TVML script written by the Mito's production staff.
More TVML programs featuring Pippy will be produced.

Other digital terrestrial broadcasting stations will open throughout the country in the future. We are
hoping that TVML will become a popular production tool to produce localized broadcasting. 

(Masaki HAYASHI, Senior Research Engineer, Intelligent Information Processing)
TVML homepage: http://www.nhk.or.jp/strl/tvml/

Mito Broadcasting Station Presents TVML PR rep "Pippy"
at Opening of Prefectural Digital Broadcasting in Ibaraki 

NHK announcer Yumiko Udo
illuminated by the newscaster light

Organic EL newscaster light

Miniature Parthenon

From the Mito Broadcasting Station
The viewer response to our airing of the special program, the "TVML Ibaraki-dialect Class," was very

great. Our thanks go to the STRL staff who made the production possible. The recent "introductions"
segment featuring "Pippy" was also done in TVML. We are hoping to utilize this technology for various
program segments. For example, we have created a simple bulletins using TVML. Please look for
"Pippy" in future TVML programs! (Ikuo TOMIOKA, Chief director)


